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Products

1. Context Documents

● Workshop goals
● Decadal priorities
● AO landscape (slides, doc)

2. Science Cases Templates (this document)

● Galaxy Evolution
● Cosmology & Fundamental Physics
● Stellar Astronomy
● Solar System

3. Key Findings (this document)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/1/d/12Vu06rAuTy6AlYNmXoMQkCjdOuohZyM1/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=102442632642640894388&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/u/1/d/1tLaJSJe7Jxa6pbRWNpPyLTOQSWPRArHv/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1z0qmyeIM0tYLO3FN4WJG2dFzE6TJt1Hf/edit#slide=id.p1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jagcDmpsS95h4rh1BmWV6PjfW-VS3avX/view


Science Cases:
Galaxy Evolution



SMBH mergers in the era of NANOGrav and LISA 

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

● Motivation: Linking the GW detections with a better understanding of the before 
and after of the SMBH merger - by looking at high-res environments of the 
SMBH in the merging galaxies

● New regime by 2035 from nanoGrav and LISA in SMBH merger rate 

○ Understanding host galaxies and environments

○ Effect of merger on surrounding galaxies

●  Need to research further on timelines and expected number density



SMBH new regime with GW demographics and 
discovery 

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl (specify 
wavelength)

>30-50% LGS mode w/ IFS and imager mode

Field of View 5” - 2’ Imager (wide-field) and IFS (diffraction-limited) 

Wavelength Coverage 0.5- 2.2 microns? Shortest feasible wavelength for good AO corrections  (for better angular resolution). Also need Red end of optical 
(Ca-triplet and CO band heads)

Simultaneous Bandpass E.g. J-band or 5% bandpass 
in NIR

Number and types of science targets Positions will be random on 
the sky; targets not likely to 
be numerous

All-Sky coverage. Dependent on discovery space in 2035 (next slides)
Due to limited sensitivity for GR discovery, need high sky coverage since we will want to look at every 
possible target. Need flexible scheduling to jump on a GW event as soon as it is discovered. Need to fill in 
specific timescales here. 

 Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

~5,000-10,000? Higher spectral resolution IFS ~8,000 modes
Plate scales from diffraction-limit to coarser scales for sensitivity

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

10-40 mas angular 
resolution?

Sensitivity (Brightness of object)



Studying high-redshift star formation and AGN feedback 
on the galaxy evolution

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

● Motivation: Studying emission line galaxies and AGN at high-redshift at optical 
wavelengths, understanding the “feedback” of galaxy formation and relation to 
the cosmic web

● How CGM and IGM interplay with galaxy feedback, as function of time and 
evolutionary stage 

● We need large survey and demographics
● Need close coupling of high-angular scales of Keck AO with advanced 

computer simulations
● Key technical niches:

○ Red-end optical (rest-frame UV for high-redshift)
○ High-strehl at red-end optical
○ High spectral resolving power (need to be specific; at what lambda?)



Studying high-redshift star formation and AGN 
feedback on the galaxy evolution

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl >30-50% (wavelength 
dependent?)

High strehl for resolved studies of star formation, and reduce beam smearing

Field of View >3” Large field of view, IFS

Wavelength Coverage 0.5 - 2.2 microns Large range for diagnostics and redshift regime. Key technical requirement of rest-frame UV (red optical capabilities)
Shorter wavelength range is for specific lines, like OIII, H alpha, metal absorption lines, Ca triplet, ...

Simultaneous Bandpass E.g. J-band or 5% bandpass 
in NIR

Broadband mode ease on observational efficiency, aids in diagnostics 

Number and types of science targets 100-1000s Need high sky coverage because AGNs are spread out on the sky. Look up required timescales for getting on 
sky (what sort of scheduling is needed for this).

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

<< 0.1” (NIR) Diffraction-limited and coarse scales. Should be (much) better than JWST/NIRSpec (0.1”/spaxel) for any follow-up 
studies.

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) 21-23  mag/arcsec^2



Nearby galaxies (add more here)

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning



Brainstorming… SMBH

● Linking GW detections with a better understanding of the before and 
after of MBH mergers - by looking at high-res environments of the 
SMBH in the merging galaxies

● SMBH (GW) - nanoGrav (mergers), LISA, EM follow-up 
○ Astrometry accuracy, SKA low freq version with potential accuracy, follow-up
○ High-angular res. follow-up of galaxy hosts and immediate environment
○ Consider ELT capabilities

● Much better demographics of SMBH merger progenitors
○ Keck AO follow-up to higher-redshift, with dual regime, progenitor population
○ ORCAS science case, wide wavelength regime

● Local populations: 
○ SMBH with host characterization, structures, disks, bulges, nuclear dynamics
○ Need with high-angular resolution
○ Nearby AGN, torus kinematics

Galaxy Evolution



Brainstorming… 

● Resolving and studying super star clusters at greater distances
● Follow-up Keck AO JWST/Roman exciting high-redshift sources with 

survey mode (compared to ELTs)
○ Emission-line source follow-up
○ Gravitationally-lensed sources 
○ Studying star formation environment at high resolution
○ Resolved metallicity
○ Ionized gas diagnostics

● What’s the niche for Keck AO at (red) optical?
■ 1 micron z~6 or high-redshift 
■ Stellar kinematics -- Ca-Triplet for local obs

● Time-domain at high-redshift - needs flexibility in observing modes
○ Spectroscopic follow-up of AGN
○ SN follow-up (multi-epoch)

Galaxy Evolution







650 nm simulation



Science Cases:
Cosmology and Fundamental Physics



Dark Matter 

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Science case: The nature of dark matter is one of the fundamental mysteries of the Universe.  One approach 
to characterizing dark matter properties is to determine the mass function of low-mass dark-matter halos, since 
some dark matter models (e.g., warm dark matter) predict many fewer low-mass halos than the standard CDM 
model.  Gravitational lensing is a powerful technique for quantifying the mass function because it can detect 
even purely dark haloes.  For the “gravitational imaging” approach, the mass sensitivity is set by a combination 
of the angular resolution, SNR, and surface-brightness structure of the background object.  Very roughly, mass 
sensitivity goes as angular resolution squared, and mass sensitivity directly affects the limits that we can put on 
the dark matter free-streaming length
Role of Keck

- Currently limited by sample size (out of galactic plane), knowledge of PSF, SNR & angular resolution
- Need high Strehl over entire sky
- Confirmation of lens candidates from surveys via high-resolution imaging
- Flux ratio analysis technique

- Slit spectroscopy to look for narrow emission lines in appropriate parts of the spectrum
- Liger IFU analysis will help identify best cases / weakest lines for eventual TMT follow-up

- Gravitational imaging technique
- Obtaining higher resolution by pushing to blue wavelengths should vastly improve the sensitivity to 

low-mass halos



Dark Matter

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 0.5 at 1 um Higher Strehl is important to increase the number of viable systems that we can study. For the gravitational imaging 
case, the lowest detectable perturber mass depends on SNR and angular resolution.  Knowledge of the PSF 
structure is especially important.  Information about the PSF structure in the wings is key to help disentangle the 
blended light from the lensing galaxy and the background object

Field of View >~ 20x20 arcsec for imager

Wavelength Coverage 0.5 - 2.2 microns Bluer is better but there is no specific wavelength that we need to reach.  For gravitational imaging, mass sensitivity 
goes roughly as resolution squared.  This can be linked to the dark matter free streaming length.  We can come up 
with some kind of rough scaling, but going from K-band to 0.5 micron should gain roughly an order of magnitude -- 
can push to regime where halos are completely dark.  Bluer also helps by revealing more structured background 
source, which helps the mass sensititivy

Simultaneous Bandpass Broad & some narrow band 
filters

Broadband filters (V, R, I, J, …). Some advantage to narrower band filters.

Number and types of science targets > 500, with as close to full-sky 
coverage as possible

Need statistics. Dark matter properties are noisy from single objects.Lenses are rare objects and are scattered 
around the extragalactic sky

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

5 mas pixels at 0.5 um Nyquist at 0.5 um

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

1 mas astrometric precision Need good relative astrometry within field.

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) mag/arcsec^2 Range of surface brightnesses within these complex systems so this is hard to quantify



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

- Use ELTs for spectroscopy & Keck for imaging



Time delay cosmography

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Time delay cosmography: Using lensed quasars or supernovae to determine cosmological parameters
- The most direct determination is of the Hubble constant 
- Via the expansion history, it is possible to determine other parameters, including those describing dark 

energy
To do this:

- Determine lens mass model via high-resolution imaging of lensed quasars (single epoch) or lensed 
supernovae

- Determine time delays via monitoring of lensed supernovae (time delay & peak luminosity; daily 
monitoring) 

- Other necessary aspects are more appropriate for other facilities, e.g., spectroscopy on ELTs, 
wide-field imaging from surveys

- Limited by sample size (targets out of galactic plane), knowledge of PSF, SNR & angular resolution
- Need high Strehl over entire sky
- Role of Keck AO 

- Focus on imaging to (1) confirm new lenses, (2) provide the key input for mass modeling
- Following up lensed supernova with high cadence (lot of monitoring).  Daily monitoring is likely 

needed.  Check with supernova researchers



Time Delay Cosmography

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 0.5 at 1 micron Higher Strehl is important to increase the number of viable systems that we can study. Knowledge of the PSF 
structure is especially important.  Information about the PSF structure in the wings is key to help disentangle the 
blended light from the lensing galaxy and the background object

Field of View ~20x20 arcsec

Wavelength Coverage 1 - 2.2 microns

Simultaneous Bandpass Broadband filters Broadband filters (J, H, K). 

Number and types of science targets > 500, with as close to full-sky 
coverage as possible

Need statistics. Lenses are rare objects and are scattered around the extragalactic sky.  Might it be possible to 
increase the sky coverage by, e.g., giving up a bit in resolution and just use the LGS with no TT star?  This could still 
give maybe 150 mas FWHM, which might be good enough for some applications

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

10 mas pixels Nyquist at 1 um

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

1 mas astrometric precision Need good relative astrometry within field.  For SN monitoring good relative photometry is needed.
Need daily monitoring for lensed SN (TBC).

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) Mag or mag/arcsec^2 Range of surface brightnesses within these complex systems so this is hard to quantify



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

- Use ELTs for spectroscopy & Keck for imaging.
- Based on current results, AO imaging with Keck is of high enough quality to achieve 

the required modeling precision.  Therefore, ELT-quality imaging is not needed, and 
ELT time can be dedicated to spectroscopy



Science Cases:
Stellar Astronomy



1. Stellar chemistry in bulges beyond the Milky Way. (link)
2. Binary star populations (halo, bulge, Galactic centers) (link)
3. Planet and star formation (accretion) (link)
4. The origin and evolution of stars in the faintest and lowest mass galaxies. (link)

a. Spectra of individual stars in galaxies in the local group.
5. Death of stars and formation of black holes in different contexts (link)

a. Massive stars → black holes, Merging black holes, SNe progenitors
b. Black holes in binaries.

6. Stellar (compact objects, exoplanets) mass measurements (link)
a. Resolving lensed images for microlensing images (<3 mas, typically <1 mas).

7. Probes of gravity near a supermassive black holes: (link)
a. Orbits of the closest stars to the SMBH.

8. Finding intermediate mass black holes. (in globular clusters, at Galactic centers). (link)
9. Stellar-mass black hole/neutron accretion and feedback. (link)

10. Star formation vs. environment (star forming clumps in different galaxies). (link)
11. Mass-loss, mass-exchange in stars (novae, supernovae, AGB winds, etc.) (link)

Brainstorming



1. Stellar chemistry in the Galactic Center and bulges beyond the Milky Way. 

- R.M. Rich

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Milky Way bulge formed by secular processes from a disk
External bulges and elliptical galaxies e.g. M31  are “classical” bulges with a likely earlier, more 
starburst-dominated chemical evolution.  The formation process and history is different, and we expect the 
chemistry of the bulges of M31 and M32 to be substantially different from the Milky Way, likely enhanced in 
light elements; this affects stellar evolution and red giant/AGB populations.  In turn this affects interpretation 
of SF history form the integrated light of distant galaxies.  M31 globular clusters, dwarfs interesting too.

Galactic nuclei e.g. M33, NGC 205 are not sufficiently explored and their stellar populations have an age and 
chemistry range that is not characterized.

Galactic nuclei are linked to the formation of SMBH

Chemistry is a record of chemical evolution and enrichment.

We would like to study chemistry of the Galactic Center behind AO, but progress is likely on 2035 

timeframe.



Nuclear Star Cluster/ Distant Bulges

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 0.1” FWHM Best possible; 0.5 at 2um; hope for 0.5 at 0.8um

Field of View 1’ - 2’ 30 arcsec is acceptable; 1 arcmin is better

Wavelength Coverage 0.8 - 2.2 microns >0.8um 

Simultaneous Bandpass I, J, H, K IFU. (1 bandpass at a time, eg. K-band)

Number and types of science targets ~5 M31 + bulge and globular clusters, M32, M33, NGC 205

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

Highest AO resolution 
needed; R=4000 minimum; 
R=20,000 desired

We need superior, stable AO resolution compared to present day;
Much highere spectral throughput

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

N/A Place slitlets on targets

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) 15 < H, K, <17



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

It is possible that IRIS will do much of this science better, but this depends on many factors- like when 
ELTs will be on the sky.

M31, M33, and M81 system are not reachable from the Southern Hemisphere, so only competition is 
from TMT.

TMT is likely to include IRIS at first light and if IRIS and TMT perform to spec, Keck will not be 
competitive.  However, this science might not be the highest TMT priority.

JWST might get spectra of M31 bulge giants

Understanding of opacity and line formation in late-type giants must advance to cope with likely lower 
spectral resolution afforded by these Keck (and other facilities)



2. Binary star populations (halo, bulge, Galactic centers)  R. M. Rich

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Masses of population II stars still not well constrained

Higher angular resolution expands discovery space and is more likely to enable mass measurements by 
making observations of orbits possible in reasonable times (higher angular resolution = smaller orbit and 
less time needed to measure a mass).

Eclipsing binaries in the nuclear star cluster (NSC) interesting as is other variabile phenomena that might be 
related to energetic activity (binary mass transfer etc.)



Enter Science Case Here

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 0 - 1 (specify at what 
wavelength)

Highest possible Strehl; IR only is OK; need to exploit high contrast ratios for brown dwarf companions

Field of View 1” - 2’ <30” is OK

Wavelength Coverage Blue optical - 2.2 microns >1um is OK

Simultaneous Bandpass E.g. J-band or 5% bandpass 
in NIR

N/A

Number and types of science targets >10^4 Whole sky; need AO at GC

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

Highest spatial resolution
R>10,000

Radial velocities needed for eclipsing binaries; needed for
Orbital solution (masses)

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

Highest possible astrometric 
precision

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) K~24 companions Exploiting extreme brightness ratios will potentially bring in more brown dwarf companions; interesting for WD and 
novae



W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

Time domain observations and surveys of large numbers of targets will be time consuming 
and likely not a first-light priority for ELTs



3. Star and Planet Formation
Mike Fitzgerald, Jessica Lu

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

ELTs will have advantage in aperture and angular resolution, but will not have diffraction-limited 
optical imaging/spectroscopy in ~2035, and may be challenged in having large cadence programs.

Uniqueness will be in optical high-R spectroscopic imaging near interferometric diffraction limit (0.5 
lam/D).  Additionally consider interferometry between Keck telescopes.  Can study modes of 
accretion (inflows/outflows) onto young stars and forming exoplanets over time.  Spectropolarimetry 
can probe magnetic field structure, and time resolution can track motion of matter and system 
evolution.



3. Star and Planet Formation

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl Require DL @ 400 nm (Ca 
HK)

Spatially resolving structures in star-disk and disk-planet systems.

Field of View <1”

Wavelength Coverage H alpha, NaD2, CaII HK, OIII, 
S II,  etc.

Also scattered light? 

Simultaneous Bandpass Enough to get multiple lines 
(20% bandpass)? Also 
narrow-band

Tension between simultaneity and spectral resolution.

Number and types of science targets Nearby SFRs Pleiades, Taurus?

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

Well-sampled at DL, R~100k high-R, narrow FoV IFS

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

Sensitivity (Brightness of object)



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning



4. The origin and evolution of stars in the faintest and lowest mass galaxies.

Contributors:  Shetrone, Rich

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Star formation history of low mass dwarfs interesting; did they form before reionization and 
did reionization cause a universal cessation of star formation?

Include systems in the Milky Way (e.g. Bootes II and the like- M_V> -7 dwarfs)  

Space-based deep imaging costly and may not be allocated with JWST or ELTs

Possibility of using radial velocities and astrometry to constrain orbits and dark matter 
density profile might be worth exploring for the nearest dwarfs.

SF history in M31 dwarfs also an interesting question that could benefit if AO delivers 
excellent Strehls over 1-2’ field of view

Possible to extend studies to M81 system that includes many gas-rich dwarfs



The origin and evolution of stars in the faintest and lowest mass galaxies.

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl <0.25” Factors of two over median seeing or perhaps goals of getting best natural seeing under most conditions.

Field of View >10’ Most of the dwarfs have sizes between 1 - 20’

Wavelength Coverage 3800 - 9000 A  To study the neutron capture elements and strongest features need blue throughput.  Need R>15000 and optical at 
least down to 0.7um.

Simultaneous Bandpass 3800 - 9000

Number and types of science targets Dozens of individual stars Most of the dwarfs have sizes between 1 - 20’

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

Spectral resolution of > 15k 
ideal, >8k acceptable. 

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

Goal to get classes of 
elements (alpha, light, s-, 
r-process) < 0.1 dex

Individual elements would be best but perhaps possible to combining elements into classes such as Mg, Si, into 
alpha, Al and Na into light elements, Ba, La into s-process etc..

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) 1.5 mag fainter than current 
DEIMOS studies or 22



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Wide field of view needed due to low-ish densities of targets

Blue spectra needed for neutron capture elements and not available in ELTs



5. The death of stars and the formation, evolution, and populations of black holes and 
neutron stars.
Tuan Do, Jessica Lu, Abhimat Gautam,

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Open questions:
● How many black holes (BH) and neutron stars (NS) are there in the Milky Way? What is their mass 

distribution?
● How many are in binaries? How many will merge? 
● What stars form black holes, neutron stars, or white dwarfs (i.e. What is the IFMR?).
● How do BHs and NSs form? 

How to address:
● Population: Gravitational microlensing to find and weight isolated and non-interacting binary compact 

objects.
● Use stars’ wobble to find and weight compact objects in binaries.
● Use photometric variability to detect binarity / constrain companion properties. Constrain masses of 

BH component in binary
●



The death of stars and the formation of black holes: 
photometric + astrometric microlensing

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 0.25 at 500 nm We need an astrometric precision of 0.05 mas to find and weight neutron stars of 1.4 Msun reliably. Scaling from 
current astrometric precision (~0.2 mas @ 2.1 microns and SNR=250), this requires we get near-diffraction-limited 
resolution at 500 nm. This resolution may also allow us to resolve a few of the nearest lenses. 

Field of View 30’’ Set by need for astrometric reference stars.

Wavelength Coverage 0.5 - 2.3 microns

Simultaneous Bandpass 5% bandpass

Number and types of science targets 100s at V=20 vega mag In crowded, sometimes highly reddened fields. 

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

6 - 10 mas/pixel plate scale

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

0.05 mas astrometry
1% photometry

Photometry will mostly come from other sources (Roman, Rubin, etc.)

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) V=20, K=18



The death of stars and the formation of black holes: binaries (RV and astrometric)

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 0.2 at <=2.1 microns for RV
0.25 at 0.5 microns for ast

Some interesting places to investigate these binaries are in crowded regions (globular clusters and Galactic centers) 
as this is where binaries may be created, destroyed, or merged.

Field of View 1’’ for RV, 30’’ for ast

Wavelength Coverage 0.5 - 2.1 microns

Simultaneous Bandpass 5% bandpass (just need 
SNR)

Number and types of science targets 100s, spread over sky, 
sometimes in crowded 
regions.

Need to be able to observed these in cores of globular clusters, at Galactic Centers, and in isolation in the Milky 
Way.

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

R=10,000 for RV
PS=6 mas/pixel for ast

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

10 km/s for RV
0.05 mas for ast
~0.05 mag for phot.

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) V=20, K=18 Arbitrary… need to examine more.



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning



Note: This first 
measurement used 
GRAVITY 
interferometer

6. Mass measurements of stars, compact objects, exoplanets, etc.

S. Terry

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Questions:
- What is the mass function of stars/exoplanets, isolated stellar-mass BHs, etc toward galactic center 

(bulge and far side disk).
-

Possible Answers:
- Direct mass measurements of lenses can be achieved if multiple images of lensed source can be 

resolved by high-res imaging.

Follow-up: Would multi-wavelength lensed images observations give any 
additional information (source color is usually already measured, albeit 
blended).

Dong et al. 2019



Enter Science Case Here

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 0.2 - 0.6 (specify at what 
wavelength)

0.6+ at 2um, 0.2+ at 0.6um.

Field of View 20” Surrounding stars needed for good empirical PSF model. Or PSF-R.

Wavelength Coverage Optical - 2.4 microns Maybe optical (given follow-up in previous slide).

Simultaneous Bandpass E.g. J-band or 5% bandpass 
in NIR

See above.

Number and types of science targets ~ Dozen(s), highly-blended stars/BH-background-star/etc

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

< 10 mas/pix Lensed image separation of order 1 mas, can be as large as ~ few mas if lens is massive.

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

< 1 mas Astrometric precision < 1 mas. See above.

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) Mag or mag/arcsec^2



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning



7. Fundamental physics: probes of gravity near supermassive black holes.

From: Rory Bentley, Abhimat Gautam

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Questions:
● What can the orbits of stars close to a supermassive black hole tell us about the environment in those 

extreme conditions?
● What can we learn about fundamental and possible new physics in the environment around a 

supermassive black hole?

How to Address:
● Increasing the number of short-period stars with astrometric and RV measurements, better constraints 

orbital parameters of stars with known orbits
● Reduction in uncertainties of physical parameters of Sgr A* itself (distance, etc.)

Complement to TMT, ELT telescopes:
● Monitoring of stellar sources in Galactic center for establishing precise reference frame (imaging, RV)
● Monitor Sgr A* and Galactic center sources at wavelengths not accessible to TMT (e.g. 3 micron)



Enter Science Case Here

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl ~0.45 or higher at K-band (2.2 
microns)

Field of View 1”

Wavelength Coverage K-band (2-2.4 microns)
MIR (~3 microns)

Observation of stellar sources at K-band, NIR
Observations of flares, tidal disruption at MIR

Simultaneous Bandpass E.g. J-band or 5% bandpass 
in NIR

Number and types of science targets 3+ Targeting innermost stars, and identifying new stars

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

20 mas/pix

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

<1mas

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) 17+ (K)



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

● Keck can provide a complement to ELTs with ensuring monitoring of Milky Way Galactic Center 
(GC) stellar sources necessary to build a reference frame

○ Astrometric monitoring: measure astrometric velocities and accelerations
○ RV measurements of reference sources: measure LoS velocities and accelerations

● Monitor of GC sources at wavelengths not accessible to TMT and other ELTs
○ Monitor Sgr A* flares at ~3 microns
○ Tidal interactions at 3 microns



8. Finding intermediate mass black holes.
Jessica Lu, Tuan Do, Jenny Greene, R. M. Rich

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Search for the elusive intermediate mass black holes at the centers of Globular clusters and dwarf galaxies.
- Requires astrometry and RVs of stars in globular clusters and dwarf galaxies.
- RV precision: <1 km/s
- Astrometric precision: 0.05 mas/yr  (2 km/s at 8 kpc, 10 km/s at 40 kpc)
- IFUs can help for e.g. G1 in M31 and other M31 globular clusters



Enter Science Case Here

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 0.25 @ 2.1 micron for RV
0.25 @ 0.5 micron for ast

Field of View 30’’

Wavelength Coverage 0.5 - 2.1 microns

Simultaneous Bandpass any

Number and types of science targets 10s Faint, crowded, needs good sky coverage and TT stars in crowded regions; multislit spectroscopy

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

RV=15000 for RV (??)

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

0.05 mas for ast
2 km/s for RV

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) 23 vega mag



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

This is a time domain/cadence program.  IRIS will be very competitive as will EELT 
instruments.  Large numbers of targets and complex observations make this a challenging 
first light program for ELTs



9. Accretion onto stellar-mass black holes, neutron stars, white dwarfs.

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning



Enter Science Case Here

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 0 - 1 (specify at what 
wavelength)

Field of View 1” - 2’

Wavelength Coverage Blue optical - 2.2 microns

Simultaneous Bandpass E.g. J-band or 5% bandpass 
in NIR

Number and types of science targets Include comments on sky coverage.

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) Mag or mag/arcsec^2



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning



10. Star formation vs. environment

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Probe star formation in a broader range of environments, including in deeply embedded regions in the Milky 
Way, in nearby neighbor galaxies (e.g. dwarfs), and in distant galaxies.

1. Measure instantaneous star formation rate vs. gas density. -- done by JWST?
2. Measure IMF of young star clusters. -- done by JWST?
3. Measure multiple star properties in different young clusters. 
4. Extend studies of young star clusters with massive objects, SN remnants etc. across the Galaxy



Enter Science Case Here

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 0 - 1 (specify at what 
wavelength)

Field of View 1” - 2’

Wavelength Coverage Blue optical - 2.2 microns

Simultaneous Bandpass E.g. J-band or 5% bandpass 
in NIR

Number and types of science targets Include comments on sky coverage.

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) Mag or mag/arcsec^2



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning



11. Mass-loss in stars (novae, supernova, AGB winds)  R. M. Rich

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

AO and space-based imaging reveal complex structures related to stellar mass loss

Examples include SN 1987A, luminous red novae, AGB winds, classical novae

These are time-domain/ cadence programs not conducive to ELT



Mass loss in stars

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 0 - 1 (specify at what 
wavelength)

Highest Strehl at all wavelengths desirable; close to 1

Field of View 1” - 2’ 1 acmin OK

Wavelength Coverage Blue optical - 2.2 microns >0.8 um OK but blue would be helpful.

Simultaneous Bandpass E.g. J-band or 5% bandpass 
in NIR

Number and types of science targets ~10 Over whole sky; SN in nearby galaxy possible

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) Mag or mag/arcsec^2 Need ability to detect low surface brightness with fidelity



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Time domain/cadence program is time /use intensive (TOO interrupts)



Stellar Summary



Understanding compact object and stellar populations through mass measurements.

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Open questions:
● How many black holes (BH) and neutron stars (NS) are there 

in the Milky Way? What is their mass distribution? How many 
are in binaries? How many will merge? What stars form black 
holes, neutron stars, or white dwarfs (i.e. What is the IFMR?). 

● What is the IMF, multiplicity fraction, etc. throughout the Milky 
Way stellar population?

● How do stellar physics models change for Pop II stars.

How to address:
● Gravitational microlensing to find and weight isolated and 

non-interacting binary stars and compact objects.
● Use stars’ wobble to find and weight compact objects and stars 

in binaries.
● Use photometric variability to detect binarity / constrain 

companion properties. 



The death of stars and the formation of black holes/stellar masses: 
photometric + astrometric microlensing

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 0.25 at 500 nm Astrometric precision of 0.05 mas to find and weigh neutron stars of 1.4 
Msun reliably. Scaling from current (~0.2 mas @ 2.1 microns and 
SNR=250), this requires we get near-diffraction-limited resolution at 500 
nm. This resolution may also allow us to resolve a few of the nearest 
lenses. 

Field of View 30’’ Set by need for astrometric reference stars.

Wavelength Coverage 0.5 - 2.3 microns

Simultaneous Bandpass 5% bandpass

Number and types of science 
targets

100s at V=20 vega 
mag

In crowded, sometimes highly reddened fields. 

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

6 - 10 mas/pixel plate 
scale

Photometric, Astrometric, or 
RV Precision (or other 
science metrics)

0.05 mas astrometry
1% photometry

Photometry will mostly come from other sources (Roman, Rubin)

Sensitivity (Brightness of 
object)

V=20, K=18



The death of stars and the formation of black holes/stellar masses: 
binaries (RV and astrometric)

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 0.2 at <=2.1 microns for RV
0.25 at 0.5 microns for ast

Some interesting places to investigate these binaries are in crowded regions (globular clusters and Galactic 
centers) as this is where binaries may be created, destroyed, or merged.

Field of View 1’’ for RV, 30’’ for ast

Wavelength Coverage 0.5 - 2.1 microns

Simultaneous Bandpass 5% bandpass (just need SNR)

Number and types of science targets 100s, spread over sky, sometimes 
in crowded regions.

Need to be able to observed these in cores of globular clusters, at Galactic Centers, and in isolation in the Milky 
Way.

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

R=10,000 for RV
PS=6 mas/pixel for ast

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

10 km/s for RV
0.05 mas for ast
~0.05 mag for phot.

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) V=20, K=18 Arbitrary… need to examine more.



Chemistry is a record of chemical evolution and enrichment.

Galactic nuclei e.g. M33, NGC 205 are not sufficiently explored and their stellar populations have an age and 
chemistry range that is not characterized.

Star formation history of low mass dwarfs interesting; did they form before reionization and did reionization 
cause a universal cessation of star formation?

Stellar populations and chemistry in the Milky Way and in nearby neighbor galaxies.

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning



The origin and evolution of stars in the faintest and lowest mass galaxies 
and in nearby galaxies.

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl Factors of two over median seeing or perhaps goals of getting best natural seeing under most conditions.

Field of View ~10’ Most of the dwarfs have sizes between 1 - 20’

Wavelength Coverage 3800 - 9000 A  To study the neutron capture elements and strongest features need blue throughput.  Need R>15000 and optical at 
least down to 0.7um.

Simultaneous Bandpass

Number and types of science targets Dozens of individual stars Most of the dwarfs have sizes between 1 - 20’

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

Spectral resolution of > 15k 
ideal, >8k acceptable. 

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

Goal to get classes of 
elements (alpha, light, s-, 
r-process) < 0.1 dex

Individual elements would be best but perhaps possible to combining elements into classes such as Mg, Si, into 
alpha, Al and Na into light elements, Ba, La into s-process etc..

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) 1.5 mag fainter than current 
DEIMOS studies or 22



1. Stellar chemistry in bulges beyond the Milky Way. 
2. Binary star populations (halo, bulge, Galactic centers)
3. Planet and star formation (accretion) -- links
4. The origin and evolution of stars in the faintest and lowest mass galaxies. 

a. Spectra of individual stars in galaxies in the local group.
5. Death of stars and formation of black holes in different contexts

a. Massive stars → black holes, Merging black holes, SNe progenitors
b. Black holes in binaries.

6. Stellar (compact objects, exoplanets) mass measurements
a. Resolving lensed images for microlensing images (<3 mas, typically <1 mas).

7. Probes of gravity near a supermassive black holes: 
a. Orbits of the closest stars to the SMBH.

8. Finding intermediate mass black holes. (in globular clusters, at Galactic centers).
9. Stellar-mass black hole/neutron accretion and feedback.

10. Star formation vs. environment (star forming clumps in different galaxies).
11. Mass-loss, mass-exchange in stars (novae, supernovae, AGB winds, etc.)

Brainstorming



Science Cases: Solar System
Katherine de Kleer, Al Conrad, Julian Christou

1. (Cryo)volcanism on outer Solar System moons [habitability]
2. Geologic mapping surveys of small bodies [planet formation]
3. Small body companion detection [planet formation]
4. Seasonal evolution and storm systems on gas giant planets 

(+Titan) [planetary atmospheres]



(Cryo)volcanism on outer Solar System moons

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

(Cryo)volcanism on outer Solar System 
moons informs our understanding of 
geological processes and tidal heating 
mechanisms, and sheds light on the 
potential habitability of subsurface 
oceans. Time-variable eruptions, whether 
of magma or water, need to be tracked 
with cadenced observations to 
understand the mechanisms driving the 
activity, and the frequency of activity for 
targets that are only sporadically active. 
Targets include: Io, Europa, Enceladus, 
Titan, Triton



(Cryo)volcanism on outer Solar System moons

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl Interferometry (for Io 
volcanoes)

Keck NIR interferometry! With 85 m Keck baseline could get ~30 km resolution on Io volcanoes at 5 microns.
With single aperture we get ~300 km resolution   

Field of View 2” Active Solar system moons are 0.1-1.0”, plumes extend up to 1*radius

Wavelength Coverage optical - 5 microns 2-5 microns for Io volcanoes. 2-4 microns for water emission features. Optical for 720 and 460 nm NaCl features on 
icy ocean worlds

Simultaneous Bandpass various Io case requires low resolution coverage of 2-5 microns simultaneously.
Cryovolcanism case is lower coverage, higher spectral resolution

Number and types of science targets 1 Io, 3 icy satellites (Europa, 
Enceladus, Triton)

2 in Jupiter system, 1 in Saturn system, 1 in Neptune system

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

R~100 for Io
R~20,000 for water plumes

IFU for Io
Spectrograph with small slit width for water plumes (to isolate near-limb region) (or IFU would be great, but needs 
R~20,000...)

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) TBD https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-019-0933-6 - indication of required sensitivity from past NIR cryovolcanism 
observations

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-019-0933-6


Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Time Domain - requires cadenced observations, typically brief, but with a multi-year time baseline to 
constrain longer-timescale variability in activity



Geologic mapping surveys of small bodies

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Context: Our understanding of the origin and evolution of the Solar System and its implication towards 
the formation of the early planetesimals is one of the primary goals in planetary sciences. The 
compositional diversity between and across small bodies sheds light on compositional gradients in the 
protoplanetary disk and differentiation and collision processes in the planetesimal population.

Technical goal: Spatially-resolved spectroscopic (compositional) mapping of the population of Solar 
System large (>100 km) asteroids and moons.



Geologic mapping surveys of small bodies

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 70% (K)

Field of View 2” Ceres ranges from 0.3-0.8”. The largest asteroids (excluding dwarf planets) are hundreds of 
mas. Largest moons are ~1.5”. Pluto gets as large as 100 mas.

Wavelength Coverage 1 - 5 microns Spectroscopy: silicate features at 1 & 2 microns; water feature at 3 microns (broad); metal 
features at 4-5 microns.

Simultaneous Bandpass Broad simultaneous wavelength coverage at low 
spectral resolution (but high spatial)

Simultaneous wavelength coverage needed due to target rotation - goal is to get 
compositional mapping over a rotation period. 
Science case requires IFU

Number and types of science targets ~10 moons
~40 asteroids
~3 KBOs

All over sky. Targets that get ~>100 mas at opposition

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

Spectral resolution >~ 300
Plate scale 10-30mas

IFU is needed. 

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) 18th mag (Eris)



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Statistical survey of a large number of objects, each observed over a full rotation 
period (typically >~4-6 hours), means a large time request for a single project.



Small body companion detection

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Detecting satellites of small bodies (asteroids, Kuiper belt objects) provides (1) statistical information on 
small body multiplicity, which constrains Solar System formation models, and (2) provides an estimate of 
mass for the primary, which enables a calculation of density, the first-order parameter for determining 
composition.

High angular resolution, sensitivity, and dynamic range are required to detect faint companions orbiting 
close to their central object.

[right] Keck AO image of asteroid 
Kalliope and its satellite Linus



Small body companion detection

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl 70-80% at K Detection of secondaries 5-6 magnitudes fainter than primaries, within 1” separation

Field of View 5” Based on expected primary-satellite separations

Wavelength Coverage Optical To maximize angular resolution to detect faint/close companions

Simultaneous Bandpass Broadband imaging Detection can be done at one wavelength. Multi-wavelength imaging preferred for follow-up.

Number and types of science targets Hundreds, asteroids and 
KBOs

Across the entire sky, mainly in ecliptic. Preferably LTAO for KBOs.. Many KBO  targets are too faint for NGS. NGS 
can be used in main belt

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

10mas Imaging only - no spectral resolution needed

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

Sensitivity (Brightness of object) As high as possible!
18th magnitude NGS!?

For MB, better sensitivity enables more targets that can be surveyed (using NGS). For KBO’s, greater sensitivity 
enables more sky coverage because fainter stars can be used for the appulse (a KBO-star  approach for NGS AO).



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Statistical survey of a large number of objects means a large time request. Regular 
follow-up over the subsequent days/weeks is also required to pin down orbital periods of 
companions.



Seasonal evolution and storm systems on gas 
giant planets (+Titan)

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

The set of Solar System planets and moons with dense atmospheres is relatively small, and each 
object provides a unique puzzle piece into a general understanding of planetary climate and how it 
varies with e.g. composition, and planet mass, and seasonal changes to insolation. Tracking of 
seasonal trends and detection of stochastic storm activity both constrain global models for how 
planetary atmospheres evolve and how cloud activity is connected to deeper atmospheric 
processes. 

[right] unusually bright storm 
activity on Uranus detected by 
Keck AO imaging



Seasonal evolution and storm systems on gas 
giant planets (+Titan)

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Requirement VALUE COMMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Lowest Acceptable Strehl

Field of View 40” (Jupiter)

Wavelength Coverage Blue optical - 2.5 microns Blue optical to detect dark vortices, 1-2.5 microns for molecular features e.g. methane, ammonia, and upper 
atmospheric storms / resolving storm altitudes

Simultaneous Bandpass Ideally optical - 2.5 microns at 
once

Fast switching between filters/settings could be  ok. The limitation is rotational movement of the planet  through a 
resolution element, which is an increasing issue at higher angular resolution.

Number and types of science targets 5 Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus Neptune, Titan

Plate Scale and/or 
Spectral Resolution

R~5,000 sufficient

Photometric, Astrometric, or RV 
Precision (or other science metrics)

Sensitivity (Brightness of object)



Why is this a Keck science case in the 2035 era 
(vs. ELTs, etc.)?

W. M. Keck Observatory AO Strategic Planning

Time Domain - regular snapshot observations of a set of ~5 targets



OIR Universe:
Key Findings

Summarized by Jessica Lu



- From AO FSG workshops, write summary white paper. 
- Q: Are the white papers public? Maybe on the strategic planning site.

- We need a new (national) AO roadmap.
- Useful for competing in multi-disciplinary proposals (e.g. MSIP). Need to build in periodic updates and assessment. CfAO Annual 

Retreat host a session on this.
- Cadence, time domain, and large samples (single object) are major competitive advantages for the 8-10 m 

telescopes over the ELTs.
- May need change in operations mode.
- In all 4 science arenas (solar system, cosmology, galaxy evolution, stellar).

- Can 1 observation on an the ELTs beat 10x observations on Keck.
- If NO, then build Keck AO to do it. 

- Many many science cases pushing for shorter wavelength coverage.
- Sky coverage is still a major driver.
- Many cases pushed for intermediate fields (30’’ - 1’):

- Pushing to >30” has a competitive advantage over ELTs.
- BUT, pushing too wide (at the expense of spatial resolution) is less advantageous vs. ELT and space facilities (unless coupled with 

high spectral resolution). - (depends on whether you have EUCLID, Roman coverage, etc. which still isn’t all-sky). -- needs quantitative 
work to assess. 

- NOTE: enhanced seeing workshop covered a broader range of requirements.
- 3-5 micron was not featured heavily BUT:

- Solar system: high spec-resolution, cadence, saturation; Dusty AGN; Star and Planet Formation
- BUT JWST and METIS on ELT

- Many cases wanted higher spectral resolution (R>=10,000)
- May be useful to have a trade of cost on 8-10 m vs. 30 m of obtaining a specific spatial 

General Notes



- The shorter you get, the higher the angular resolution.
- Structures in AGN, lensed galaxies.
- Resolving binaries
- Astrometric precision
- Structures in disks and planet systems

- Particular spectral features:
- H-alpha (accretion signatures) in star/planet formation.
- [OIII] ionized gas? Na-doublet
- Ca triplet
- Metal-absorption lines for CGM probes.
- Salt features (720 and 460 nm) in icy Solar System bodies (habitability).
- Scattered-light (light-echos, debris disks).
- Optical continuum from inner/hot disks (AGN, planet formation)

- High-energy phenomena and their optical counterparts
- Quickly finding decaying high-energy phenomena (bright in optical first).
- Jets

Short Wavelength Coverage



- Really need to consider changing to:
- High spatial resolution
- High SNR
- High contrast

-

High Strehl



- Imaging spatial resolution of 0.2” will be delivered for much of the sky by 
upcoming space facilities.

Sky Coverage



- Most sit in 1’ range
- Solar System: Jupiter, Venus
-

Wide Field of View


